Effect of source-tract acoustical coupling on the oscillation onset of the vocal folds.
This paper analyzes the interaction between the vocal folds and vocal tract at phonation onset due to the acoustical coupling between both systems. Data collected from a mechanical replica of the vocal folds show that changes in vocal tract length induce fluctuations in the oscillation threshold values of both subglottal pressure and frequency. Frequency jumps and maxima of the threshold pressure occur when the oscillation frequency is slightly above a vocal tract resonance. Both the downstream and upstream vocal tracts may produce those same effects. A simple mathematical model is next proposed, based on a lumped description of tissue mechanics, quasi-steady flow and one-dimensional acoustics. The model shows that the frequency jumps are produced by saddle-node bifurcations between limit cycles forming a classical pattern of a cusp catastrophe. The transition from a low frequency oscillation to a high frequency one may be achieved through two different paths: in case of a large acoustical coupling (narrow vocal tract) or high subglottal pressure, the bifurcations are crossed, which causes a frequency jump with a hysteresis loop. By reducing the acoustical coupling (wide vocal tract) or the subglottal pressure, a path around the bifurcations may be followed with a smooth frequency variation.